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n:TRCDTJGTIOt! 
E~rm~nn Weyl1 (IV) defined a sequence of points in 
the interval [C, 1] to be Pqn~_ll y rH_ ~tr:i.bn.ted if, f'or ~l_:ny 
snbintorv;:~l of lenzth L r:J.nd ch,g_ractsri st.; c fn,.,_ction X (x), 
1 
N 
lim+.- r. )( (a ) :::::L. Ee ttep ~roved t-.hi s :c:ro_r:Prty f:::-:r t-.he se--
N.'"'tiO ''~ '1\=• n 
f!lJence ~~ f , mcrl l 3, 1-,rhere ~ is any irration:=tl number, and 
pc:i.nted cut th,-::;t if f(x) is .<t!ly bonndPd, hiPI'Y};:l!ln inte~r;:~ble 
f'n:rcticn, lim lff(x+n ~ ) -=Ic' f(x) dx, for 8ll x. Si.nc'' the 'tr8ns-
N~110 lo\zl 
fcrw~ti0n y = x+~ i~ er::;':'dic, this rosnlt h,gs been extended by 
the individual er_:;on:i c th e0reP'! to Leb"?8~1Je summable functions, 
the li~it existine for almost 2ll x. 
"h ; 1 ; -- -,. 
J. . - ....._ - ... :-" -. 
Boston University has rievelo;ed the following: If for eRch i 
the sequence of p0ints~Gi\= ~e.1 ,a2 , •••• ,aNi\ is a finite ,:;rOV}) 
and if Gi ~ Gi+ 1 for all i then 1.~-e 'VJill c!:lll the sec;v ence 
~Gi\ a n10notone ~oqnence cf finite .=roups. 
Illustr:=J.tior..: Let G1 = ~0,1 ~, G2= \O, 1, 1, 43 ( , •••• 2 4 2 s 
Gi = ) 0, •••• , ~-~ J . 
2 
1 Roman ~!umerals contained in parentheses ref,e;r to the 
biblio~raphy. 
2 Subsequent to the completion of this dissertation it ~?s dis-
covered that B. Jessen(IIa) obtained a result w~ich coincides 
on the rec:d liYl8 ~~i th Maker's theorem. 
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Theorem: (II) Let (X,S,~) be a measurable group with 
p.(x) =1, f(x) summable on X and t a'"~ a monotonic sequence of 
finite groups in X, then: 
N· (1) lim NJ ff(x+a~) exists a.e. (almost every-
4-"~ "' 11-:.t 
where) and is denoted by f•(x) 
(2) f~(x+a~)= ~(x) for all n 
(j) f,..(x) is summable and ~f,t(x)d~ = ~f(x)dp. 
(4) if invariance of a measurable set under all 
the translations am implies that its measure is 0 or 1, then 
• f (x) = ~ fdp. a.e. 
In this paper we generalize Maker's theorem to a larger 
class of measure spaces, illustrate the exten$ion and give 
an application on the real line. We then show that if X=[O,l )mod 1 
S is the <i-ring of all Lebesgue measurable sets and 11 is 
1( 
Lebesgue measure on S then,JCR = 0, where R is a non-
measurable subset of the real line. This suggests that 
.; perhaps the f of the extended theorem is an integral on a 
collection of functions which contains the linear collection 
of all Lebesgue summable functions as a proper subcollection, 
or equivalently, it suggests that perhaps the set G of subsets 
,.. 
C of X for whichXc exi.sts be av-ring which contains the 
u-ring of all Lebesgue measurable subsets as a proper sub-
collection. With the aid of the axiom of choice this is 
shown not to be the case. 
REVIEW OF KNOWN RESULTS 
In this section we present a review of definitions 
and theorems that we have utilized directly or indirect!~ 
in the course of writing this paper. Our aim is to write 
this section in such a manner that the definitions and 
theorems appear in an order which will enable the reader 
to obtain a general idea as to how a measure,~, initially 
defined on a semi-ring r, of subsets of a apace X, is 
extended to a larger collection,}.. , of subsets of X 
retaining the original collection r and such that the 
properties of ~ on ~ are exactly the same as those of ~ o.tt~r. 
We will then list theorems and definitions showing that the 
extension of ~ linear functional ,I(f)', which is an integral 
on a linear collection L, to a larger collection of 
functions L and which includes the original collection L 
in such a way that I{f}on L has the same properties as t('f) 
on L, is a process similar to the ext.ension of measure. 
We list further how an extended integral is related to an 
extended measure. We then insert Maker's theorem into the 
flow of ideas and realize that it is not too far flung a 
question to ask if ~laker' s f *could not be used to extend 
a measure ~ beyond A (A is the a-ring obtained by 
extending~ on a semi-ring r }. This is one of the 
questions we worked on in this paper. 
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Recalling that a measure~ is invariant if ~(x+D)=~(D) 
for all measurable D we defined a measure ~ to be subinvar-
iant if ~(x+D)=~(D) whenever x+D S D and Dis measurable. 
Another question that we worked on was if invariance 
in Maker's theorem could be replaced by sub-invariance. To 
this end we list a theorem which says that a a-ring S of 
measurable sets may always be extended to a larger a-ring and 
if there is a me<::.sure on S it also may be extended to cover 
the extension of s. 
A few miscellaneous known results that came about as 
a result of developing the aforementioned chain of ideas have 
been placed at the very end of this section and which will be 
referred to directly or indirectly during the main develop-
ment of this paper. For brevity the more obvious theorems 
and common definitions are omitted (e.g. definition of a 
group). The notation in this paper is that of the authors 
listed in the bibliography unless stated otherwise. 
The Development of Measure on a Semi-ring 
Def. 1: 
Def. 2: 
(VI p.l7) A collection of subsets of X is called 
a semi-ring if: 
(a) q:, £r 
(b) A fp , B f. r ==t ABf.r 
(c) Afr B~f,B~A-=TA-B=r.en, where 1:.en is a 
finite or countable union, all en £r , and 
all en are disjoint 
(VI p.l8) A non-empty collection, A , of subsets 
of X is called a a-ring if 
(a) A ... E.A (n=l,2,J, ••• ).:::;.- 1An E~ 
(b) A£->- , Bf.}.-==t A-B~>. 
Theorem l:(VI p.l8) If~ is a a-ring, then~ is a semi-ring. 
Def. 3: 
Def. 4: 
Def. .5: 
(VI p.l9) If ~ is a measure on a semi-ring ~ , 
then: 
(a) p.( cp )=0( cp is the null set) 
(b) 11 is monotone, i.e. A f. r , B £ r 
A f B ==t llo(A)=p.(B) 
, and 
(c) p. is a-additive, i.e. A~r , A,..£r (n=l,2,J, •• ) 
d(J Q:J 
and disjoint, A:~AM~ llo(A)~~(An) 
(VI p.22) A set S is said to be sequentially covered 
tP dO 
by r ~f ?J a a-set, l:A,.., such that S 5 l:A"' 
M';' ""=• 
(VI p.22) Given the set S ~ X, sequentially covered 
by r ' the exterior measure p.~(s) is defined by 
p.~(s)=inf~:r.p.(A~) for all possible sequential cover-
ings EAn, 7/ S by sets Arn £ r. If S fails to be 
6 
sequentially covered by r ' the exterior measure 
p.~{ s) of S is defined by p..,t{ s) =ex? 
Lemma 1< Exterior measure is sub-additive, i.e. 
,/(EAm)~Ep...,(A"') for any l:A,.SX 
Def. 6: (VI p. 24) The set E £X is called 11-measurable 
-(or measurable or ~measurable) if 
11 * ( s) = 41,. ( SE) + 11" ( SEc;) for all S =: X 
Theorem 2-t (VI P• 26) If 11 is a measure on r . If)\ is the 
o--ring of all p.* -measurable sets then)\~\i.e. 
'jl.·fr on~ is an extension of the measure .,. onr. 
p.* on~ will henceforth be referred to as a 
measure 11 on A. 
Theorum )-: (VI p. 26) If [; is a semi-ring satisfying r£(;'~~ 
the extended p. is a measure on ~ • 
If the extension procedure is repeated, starting 
this time from the measure p. on r, , we get 
nothing new. 
Def. 7: 
Def.B: 
The Extension of an Integral on a Linear 
Collection of Functions 
7 
(VI p.45) If L is a linear collection of real 
bounded functions defined on X such that 
max(f,g)£1 and min(f,g)EL and if I(f) is a 
non-negative linear functional on L, i.e. 
(a) ,._oe-'I(f)-'.~oO 
(b) I(f+g)=I(f)+I(g) 
(c) I(af)=ai(f) for any real constant a:j;±110 
(d) f(x) ij g(x) on X:> I(f) -q I(g) (non-negativity 
property) 
If, in addition, whenever fJx),l.-0 for all x£X:, I(fJ..l,o 
then we will call this linear functional an integral 
on L. 
(VI p.47) Given the real function f(x)~O on X 
we shall mean oy the exterior ordinate set, F, 
of f(x) the subset Xl'Rt (R~ is the non-negative 
half of the real axis}, defined by F~~(x,y ):OLy:f(x) 
if f(x) <. c:tO, and 0£yLf(x) if f(x) = 60 ~ 
Theorem 4: (VI p.47) If L is the linear collection of functions 
in def. (7) on X and 14 is the sub~collection of 
all f(x)~ 0 in L then, the collection r of all 
differences F-G, where f ,g £ L + is a semi-ring. 
Theorem .5: {VI p.48) Given the semi-ring r of the previous 
theorem and a linear functional I(f) on L such 
that whenever f 111 (x).l.O for all x L.X --==t- I(f,..)..l.o, 
then the set function ~ on r ' defined by 
~(F-G)=I(f-g), is a measure on r. 
Remark 1: (VI p.48) Applying the extension procedures for 
measures, the measure il on r is now extended, 
and we obtain first the exterior measure ~* on 
X>< R; , and then the measure P. on the cr-ring A of 
all ~-measurable subsets of x~R;. For the 
functions f(x) 7i 0 on X whose exterior ordinate 
sets F are ~-measurable, we define 
I(f) by I(f)= j(F), and I(f) is then the Daniell 
integral of f. The collection of all f(x) // 0 
of this kind will be denoted by !4 +. 
Theorem 6: (VI p.48 et. sq.) If f, g e: M+ then 
max(f,g)fM+, min(f,g)~ M~ and 
(a) -.cJ~I(f).!:~ 
(b) I(f) L I(g) whenever f(x) ~ g(x) on X 
(c) I ( af) =ai (f) 0 L a L oa 
(d) I(f)+I(g)=I(f+g) 
(e) If f,..{x)-1, 0 on X where all f,...£.M+ and I(f..,.)L~ 
for some n, then I{f,..)w 0. In other words I{f)' 
is an integral on the linear collection M+. 
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Remark 2: (VI p.55) If f(x)~O on X, and -f(x)& ~r, we define 
I(f)=-I(-f) for any real f(x) on X. The functions 
f+(x) and f-(x) are defined by ft=max(f,O) and 
f-=min(f,O). If f+t M•and -f- M; and if not 
I(f+)=I(-f-)=~ , we define the Daniell integral 
I(f) of f(x) by I(f)=I(f+)+I(f-). For any f~ L 
the old and new values of I(f) are the same. 
Def. 9: (VI p. 56) If f,.. t M,.. and -f- £. M~ the function f(x) 
is called !-measurable on X. The collection of 
all I-me~surable functions will be denoted by !vl. 
If I(f) exists, the function f(x) is called 
!-integrable over X. If f is !-integrable, and 
if in addition - tJ:> <I(f)<+aO , the function f is 
called I-summable over X. 
Theorem 7: Any linear combination of I-measurQble functions 
is a !-measurable function and consequently any 
linear combination of !-integrable functions is 
an !-integrable function. 
Theorem 8: (VI p.56 et.sq.) If f,g are I-summable functions, 
then max(f,g) is I-summable, min(f,g) is I-summable 
and: 
Def. 10: 
Def. 11: 
Def. 12: 
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(a) -~<I( f)< oO 
(b) I(af)=ai(f) a :f: z c0 
(c) I(f+g)=I(f)+I(g) 
(d) I (f) 7/ I (g) whenever f 71 g 
(e) I(f"') .1-0 whenever ffl' .J- 0 
In other words I(f) is an integral on the linear 
collection of all I-summable functions. 
(VI p.59) Any function f on X, for which I(jfj) 
exists and satisfies I( jfj)=O is called anI-null 
function. 
(VI p.59) Any set E~X, whose characteristic 
function ~E(x), is anI-null function, is called 
an I-null set. 
{VI p.59) Any two functions f 1 , f~, on X, for which 
f, -f~ is an I-null function, will be called 
I-almost equal functions. 
Theorem 9: (VI p.60) Any change in the values of a function 
on a I-null set affects neither its measurability 
or integrability nor the value of the integral if 
it exists. 
Remark J: (VI p.64) If )(E(x) is the characteristic function 
of a subset E .f. X, then ')(E is I-measurable if and 
only if ~E is I-integrable. 
Def. 13~ (VI p.64) Any set E;x, for which~ is 
I-measurable is called an I-measurable or 
11 
I-integrable subset of X. If E~ is I-measurable, 
and r(J(E)(~, the set E is said to be an I-summable 
subset of X. 
, 
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The Relation Between an Integral and a Measure 
Theorem 10: (VI p.64 et.sq.) The collection of all 
!-measurable sets ESX is au-ring, and/1f(E) =I~ 
is a measure on that ~ring. Furthermore the 
step functions £(x)=fCI'I\JE1x), cJo andt{(E..,) Lro 
for n=l,2,---,p, form a linear collection L:s such 
that max( f,g) and min(f,g) E. Ls whenever f,g L5 
and I(f)=tcmr{CE,) has on Ls the same properties 
I 
as I(ft had on the initial collection L, i.e. 
I(f) is an Integral on L • If whenever ftL we 
have that min(f,l)tL then the extension procedure 
for the integral, starting from I(f) on Ls, will 
lead back to the same !-integrable functions with 
the same value of the integral as the procedure 
with L as the initial collection, and hence the 
measure induced by the integral I(f) on L coincides 
with the measure induced by the integral obtained 
by extending I(f) on La• 
Henceforth, barring all confusion, we w.ill call: 
(a) !-null functions, null functions 
(b) I-null sets, null sets or sets ·of measure zero 
(c) !-almost equal function, almost equal functions 
(d) !-integrable sets or !-measurable sets, 
measurable sets. 
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(e) I-summable sets, measurable sets of finite 
measure 
(f) I-integrable functions, measurable functions 
(f) I-swrunable functions, summable functions 
Def. 14: 
Def. 15: 
Def. 16: 
Def. 17: 
Def. 17a: 
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Statement of Maker's Theorem 
(I p.l62) A transformation T is a measurable 
transformation on X if the inverse image of 
every measurable set is measurable. 
(I p.l64) If T is a one to one transformation of 
a space X onto a space Y then T is a measurability 
preserving transformation if and only if T-l and T 
are measurable. 
(I p.l64) A measurability transformation is 
called measure preserving if ~(T-1 (E))= l/1E) for 
every measurable E £ Y. 
(I p.257) A measurable group is a cr-finite 
measure space (X, S, ~) such that 
(a) ~ is not identically zero 
(b) X is a group 
(c) the cr-ring Sand the measure are invariant 
under left translations 
(d) the transformation S of X>t X onto itself, 
defined by S(x,y)=(x,xy), is measurability 
preserving. 
If for each i the sequence of points Gi= {a+, ••• 
aN. ~ is a finite group and if Gi E. Gi+l for all i 
~ 
then we will call the sequence 1Gi~ a monotonic 
sequence of·finite groups. 
Theorem 11: (II) Let (x,S,~) be a measurable group with ~{X)=l, 
f(x) summable on X and ~ a""'~ a monotonic sequence 
of finite groups in X. Then 
N~ 
lim _l_ E f(x+a ) exists a.e. and is 
.;.. ..... 80 w, "'""' lJII 
(a} 
denoted by ~(x) 
(b) f'(x+a~) = f~(x) for all n 
(c) f'(x) is summable and fxf·d~ = fxfd~ 
(d) if invariance of a !lleasurable set 
under all translations a. implies that 
its measure is 0 or 1, then 
f«(x) = fxfd~ a.e. 
1.5 
Def. 1$: 
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How to Extend Any Measure 
Let X be any set, S a a-ring of subsets of 
X and ~ a measure on s. The interior measure, 
~~(A} of a set A is defined by ~,(A)=sup1 ~{F): 
A ~ F for all possible F e. S ~ • The interior mea-
sure of a set is sometimes referred to as inner 
measure of a set. The exterior measure of a set is 
sometimes referred to as the outer measure of a set. 
Theorem 12: (I p.24) If S is a a-ring, then 3 a a-ring 
H(S) such that S s H(S) and such that if G(S) is 
any other a-ring containing S then G( S) ?- H( S). 
H(S) is called the heredit&ry a-ring generated 
by s. 
Theorem 13: (I p.7l) Let ~ be a a-finite measure on a 
a-ring S o£ subsets of a set X, and let ~·and~ 
be the outer measure and the inner measure, res-
pectively, induced by~ on H(S). Let M be any set 
/V 
in H(S), and let S be the a-ring generated by 
the class of all sets in S together with M. The 
chain of assertions below is designed to lead up 
to a proof of the assertion that ~ may be extended 
""' ;v 
to a measure ~ on s. 
(a) The a-ring S is the class of all sets of 
the form ( E I) M) U ( F rt M') , where E and F 
are in s. 
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(b) If p.'~' (M) («:J, if G and H are a measurable 
kernel and a measurable cover of M respect-
ively, and if D•H-G, then the intersection 
. IV 
of any set in S with D' belongs to s. 
(c) There exist two sets G and H in S such that 
G~M= H and 11~ (M-G)=p..,.- (H-M)=O, and such 
that if D=H-G, then the intersection of any 
~ . 
set in S w1th D' belongs to s. 
(d) In the notation of (c) , 11-N (M 1\ D) =p. ~t (M' 1\ D) 
= o, and therefore p.* (Mf\ D) = 11* (M'/\ D)=p.(D): 
(e) In the notation of (c), if 
L(Etfl M)V(FtnM' >] A n = [<E20M) v (F2nM'~~D, 
where Et, Ft, E2 and F2 are ins, then 
p.(Et~D) = p.(E2nn) and p.(FtnD) = p.(F2nn). 
( f} Let ol., and f3 be non-negative real numbers 
with ot + f3 = 1. In the notation of (c) the 
. "" """ set function 11 on S, defined by 
lt( (EI\M)V(F/\M'}) = 
= p.( ((EI\M) V (F/\M1 }]nD') + o!_p.(El\D) +- {)p.(F/lD), 
"' is a measure on S which is an extension of 
11 on s. 
Def. 19: 
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Miscellaneous Known Results 
(I p.219) Let X be any locally compact Hausdorff 
space. Let C be the set of all compact subsets 
of X then, the sets in the ~-ring S generated by 
C is called the Borel sets of X. 
Theorem 14: (I p. 67, problem 9) "3 a Lebesgue measurable set 
that is not a Borel set. 
Theorem 15:(1 p.l80) Every Lebesgue measurable set is the 
sum of a Borel set B, and a set+;, of Lebesgue 
measure zero. 
Theorem l6:(I p.64) LetT be the one to one transformation 
of the entire real line onto itself, defined by 
T (x) =o:x+f3, where d.. and (3 are real numbers and o<+O• 
If, for every subset E of X , T(E) denotes the 
set of all points of the form T(x) with x£E, 
i~ e. T( E)=~ e(x+~ :xtE ~ , then 
~~(T(E))= \~\~«{E) and ~~(T(E))= \~\~~(E) 
The set T(E) is a Borel set or a Lebesgue measur-
able set of and only if E is a Borel set or a 
Lebesgue measurable set, respectively. (See Def.l9) 
Theorem 17:(1 p.88) A sequence converges a.e. to some limit 
function if and only if it is uniformly fundamental. 
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Theorem 18:(I p.lll, problem 2) If {F(x,n)~ is a uniformly 
fundamental sequence of functions, integrable 
over a measurable set E of finite measure, then 
the function f~ defined by f;(x)=lim F(x,n) is 
. ~~-
integrable over E and .r~ } F(x,n) -f-(x) \ dp,_,. 0 
as n _,. t!O. 
Theorem 19: (VI p.66) If f is measurable and -aD La Ldi:J, 
the set A=ix:f(x)7 a} is measurable. 
Theorem 20:If s~(x) is a sequence of measurable functions 
defined on a set X. If ~\m~ s~(x) fails to 
converge on a set L~X then L is measurable. 
Proof<: s,..(x) is measurable for each n. Hence 
lim sup sM(x) and lim inf s_(x) are measurable, 
hence the function g(x)= lim sup s_(x) - lim 
inf s_(x) is measurable, consequently the set 
Def. 20: 
Def. 21: 
B of x values for which g(x)7 0 is a measurable 
set (see theorem 19). Since L=B, L is measurable. 
(VI p.72) Given the integrable function f and the 
measurable set E~ the integral ~~d~ is called 
the integral of f(x) over the set E, and is denoted 
by .ffdl1• 
E 
(VI p.31) Two subsets E, and E~ will be called 
I-almost equal or almost equal sets if and only 
ifx and h are almost equal functions. 
' a. 
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Theorem 2l,·:If A and B are measurable subsets of X. If A 
and B are almost equal. If f(x) is a measurable 
function on X then, fAfdp.=fsfdp. (see Def. 20 and 21) 
Proof: Since A and B are almost equal sets )(A and 
)(Bare almost·equal functions. Hence )(Af and 
-xsf are almost equal functions, consec~uently, 
f X ""'JAfdl).=f X Asfdll (see Theorem 9). 
Hence, fAfdp.=fsfdp. 
Theorem 22:If A!; B and p.(B) •O then lJ,(A)=O 
Proo.f: p."'(A) .6 p.(B)=p....,(B), hence, p."'t(A)=O. 
Let ssx be any set then p.,..(S) ~ p.,..(SA}+p.*(sAc.) 
Lp.~(A)+p.-(S)=p.•(s). 
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INVESTIGATION 
The Extension of Maker's Theorem 
Theorem 23: 
(a) 
(b) 
If X is any group 
If S is any u-ring of subsets of X with 
the property \)s=X 
(c) If ~ is a measure on S such that ~(x)=l 
and p.(x+D) =p.( D) whenever x+D .S D and D is 
measurable 
(d) If G =\a1, ••• ,a N.t ~ is a monotone sequence 
of finite groups in X 
(e) 
(a} 
If f(x) is any summable function on X then, 
N .... 
lim l If(x+a,...) exists a. e. and is denoted by 
.A.~rD WA. "'~• 
f*(x) 
(b) f•(x+a~)=f*(x) for all n 
(c) f,.(x) is summable and fx f ... dp.=~ fd'}l. 
If in addition(f) we suppose that for every 
measurable E 5X fcl>r which we have that E+a =E 
"" 
for all n we have that p.(E)=O or p.(E)=l then, 
(d) f..,(x)=i fd}l. a.e. 
Proof.: 
(a} N· Define F(x,i)=J. I. ... f(x+a190 ) and assume for N. lft"'>t 
some summable function f(x) that lim F(x,i) 
A-+dD 
(a) 
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fails to exist if and only if x E. T !E X and 
that Tis of positive measure,(see Theorem 20). 
\ve now claim 3- two numbers, a and b, and the 
measurable set S S T S X of positive measure for 
which lim F(x,i) < a < b < IIm F(x,i) if and only 
if x f. s. For assume this statement false. 
Consider all the rational numbers on the y-axis 
as being listed in some order b1 , b2 , •••• Let 
x £ Ajk if and only if x ~ T and if and only if 
@ F(x,i) <,_bj < bk < lim F(x,i). Then, 
~(Ajk)=O for all j,k. Now \)Ajk=T so ~(T)=o. 
This is in contradiction to the fact that ~(T) 
J=o. 
If x £ X is any element, then since G~ is 
a group, we have for each i, the set x+G~ iden-
tical with the set (x+a~) +G.._ for all j ~ N.o.. • 
Hence the relations: 
M..:. I JIL..: 
F(x, i) = t,; ;~f(x+a,..) = w,: ~ ... f( (x+a1) +a,...) =F(x+aJ. ,i) 
for j ~ N~ and for any x ~ X and all i. 
{b) If x t. S then x+a} t S for j ::. N .._ because 
x £ S ~lim F(x,i) < a < b < lim F(x,i) and the 
sequence {F(x,i)5 = {F(x+aJ,i)J because of 
relation (a) and that G~ is monotone. 
Let x E. S be any element. Then F(x,i) /' b 
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-for some i, for otherwise lim F(x,i))b 
contrary to the choice of x. Separate S 
into disjoint sets M~ as follow&: 
M"' = {xjk is the first integer i, F(x,i) '7 b~Jl s. 
Thus each x E S belongs to one and only one Mrc• 
Now MIC is measurable for each k because 
F(x,i) is a measurable function for each i, 
being an average of measurable functions, 
hence for each i the set A,. !S X for which 
F(x,i) / b is measurable. Hence A.A. It S is 
measurable. Hence Mll=AIC/) S-M"_' -Mtc-1 • •. -Ml 
is measurable. 
Now relation (a) implies that if x £. M , 
then x+a"" t Mw. for n ~ N" because if x -e. MK then 
x ~ S and by relation (b) x+aa- ~ S for j ~ I\, and 
hence x+at is in some M,. Since F(x,k) =F(x+~ ,k) 
for all j ~ NK, f =k, or we have a contradiction. 
Hence M"+a"'f M Kfor n '!f. Nl(. and hence by hyp. 
p.(IIJlK+a"') =p.(M"') for any n ~N". Hence 
{.,.{{x) dp.=kt< ft" f(x) dp.=t ~flllthl~(x) dp.=ktt ~M!(x+a,..) dp. 
=L F(x,k)dp.7 bp.(Mv.)• (See Theorem 21) 
-.," t. 
If s.-=\/M", so that lim llo(S"'-)=p.(S), then 
tr 11::1 a--+ "' o-
J.5 f(x) dp.=J.+M f(x) dp.=fc. f(x) dp.=~ F(x,k) d}l.? ~ ::& IC. 1 ,-," I '"Itt. 
f- I 
bfp.( M,) =bp.( s1J and hence .JS f(x) dp.) bp.( S). 
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A similar consideration of lim F(x,i) leads 
to~ f(x)dp. (a-p.(S) ( bp.(S) (.r5 f(x)dp. and the 
contradiction implies that lim F(x,i) exists 
a. e. 
Proof of (b): 
~ :fr The relation (a) implies f (x+a~)=f (x) a.e. 
Proof of (c): 
f..,. F(x, i) d-p.=.f J_N· r ... f(x+a,.,.) dp.=t.-. t% f(x+a"") dp. 
,. "X ,. If!&\ ..... Ill=\ 
=.f-s f(x) dp. because X is a group. Since by part 
(a) of this theorem we have F(x,n) -)of,..(x) a. e. 
and since a sequence converges a. e. to some 
limit function if and only if it is uniformly 
fundamental (I p.$8) we can conclude that 
{ F(x,n) ~ is a uniformly fundamental $equenee 
of functions. Furthermore, we know (I p.lll, 
problem 2) that if { F(x,n)) is a uniformly 
fundamental sequence of functions, integrable 
over a measurable E of finite measure, then the 
function f • defined by f•(x) =lim F(x,n) is 
II\'+ ID 
integrable over E and .rE jF(x,n)-f" I dp.~ 0 
as n 4> 010, consequently, f•(x) is sumrnable and 
.rx f*(x) d11=U~x r,..dp.=.rx r(x) dp.. 
Proof of (d): 
Suppose that for every measurable E~ X 
for which we have E+a-=E for all n we have 
2.5 
that ~{E)=O or ~{E)=l. Now for some pair 
of real numbers a and b, :t a set E of 
* positive measure such that x e. EH f {x) £ {a, b). 
For assume this statement false and break up 
the y-axis into abutting intervals of length 
E =in so that a typical interval is of the form 
T = Lk e, {k+l) €). If we let Ett.= { x: f .. (x) e. T~~: ~ 
01' ' 
then X=ZEKand ~(X)=O contrary to the fact that 
-··· ll(X),&o. Hence some T" serves as the interval 
[a, b). Now E~tfl• E~=c1>unless 'k=j. Hence 
x £ E" '++,f* ( x) e. TK • But since by part (b) of 
this theorem f_.(x) =f~(x+a"') we have x+a,...£ E~x £ Ek. 
Hence E~=E~+am for all n. Hence it follows 
from hyp. ~{E~)=l. Now in TK f~{x) is a 
-
constant since e.., 0 is arbitrary. But since 
~{X-E~)=~(X)-Il{E~)=O f•(x) is a constant 
a.e. on X. Hence from (c) it follows f~(x) 
=JJ. fdll· 
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Illustration of Bxten~ion 
Let X=[O,l). Let B be the r-ring of all Borel sets 
"" in X. Let S be the v-ring of all Lebesgue measurable sets. 
Let M be a Lebesgue measurable set taat is not a Borel set, 
~ """' i.e. Mt.S, M~B. LetS be thetr-ring of all sets of the 
form {En M) ll { F 11 M') E, Fe B (see Theorem 13). Let 11' be 
""' 'V Lebesgue measure on s. 
~ is Lebesgue measure 
two classes of sets: 
Then )1 is Lebesgue measure on B anQ. 
IV ,V 
on s. Now the I-ring S consists of 
Borel sets and sets that are not Borel 
sets. For Borel sets E we know that x+E is a Borel set and 
,v .v 
that )l.(x+E)=p.(E) for any x, so p.(x+E)=)l.(E) whenever x+EC:.E and 
E is a Borel set. What we now plan on showing is: 
~ ~ (a) If A is in S but is not a Borel set then x+AfS and 
consequently )1{x+A) r/: lf( A) 
;v {b) If xlo and A is in S but is not a Borel set then 
x+A is not a subset of A. 
"" Proof of Part (a): A is inS but A is not a Borel set. 
Let xt[O,l) be any value. x+A f. B, for if it were, then 
{<1-x)+[x+A]~ =A would also be in B contrary to the choice 
of A. (Borel sets are invariant under translations). Now 
all sets of S are of the form {EI\M) V (FnM') where E;F£B. 
We can write (x+A) = ({x+A) 1'\ MJ V [(x+A) f\ M~, but if x+A is to 
be in S we must be able to write (x+A) = [C ll M] v [< D 1\ M')} also, 
where C,D£B. 
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Then: 
(x+A) U (x+A)=(x+A)= [x+A) f) M]U Ux+A)f\ M~ V [Cn Mju ~nMi 
= {0 x+ A) V C] 1\ M \ V ~ [< x+ A) U Dl fl M 'S = ( C I) M) ll ( D /1 M ') (1) 5 (2) (3) (4) 
= (<x+A) II M] (I [fx+A) /l M'] 
(.5) (6) 
Since (1) and (4) are disjoint and (2) and (3) are 
disjoint and (1) and (6) are disjoint and (2) and (5) are 
disjoint we can write: 
{a) D-x+A} v C.Jn M=Cfl M=} C=(x+A)V c .=f'(x+A)~ c 
(b) [{x+A)V D}f\M'=DnM'~ D=(x+A) v D=7(x+A).f. D 
(c) Dx+A) v c]" M=(x+A) (\ M ~x+A=C u (x+A) ~ (x+A).Z, c 
(d) nx+A) \J! D] 1\ M' = (x+A) f\ M' ~ (x+A) =D V (x+A)~ (x+A)? D 
and all this implies that (x+A) =C=D.::::;r x+A £.B and this is in 
contradiction. 
I'V 
Proof of Part (b): Assume 3- an A f. S that is not a Borel 
set and is such that for some xfO E.-X we have x+A~ A. Since 
"' ~ S = S we know A is Lebesgue measurable and since Lebesgue 
measure on the real line is invariant under translations 
""' 
we have x+AtS and }l'(A)=il(x+A) and C=A-(x+A) is a set of 
Lebesgue measure zero. Every Lebesgue measurable set, A, 
is the sum- of a Borel set B, and a set <=i', , of Lebesgue 
measure zero (I, p.l80), so, x+A=Bt+<fr,!:A=(x+A)+C=Bt+'-P,+c. 
This implies that A-Bt =</{ +C and since S is a o-ring we have 
,./ ,.) N ~ N k t'tJ ,k 
A-Bt E. S and hence cft:+C ~ s. Now p. (~+C) t: p. ( cf! ) +11 (C) =0+0, 
~ ~ N 
so l1 ( fr +C) =O, so 4', i. S and x+A=B1 + 4; ~ S contradicting (a). 
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An Application on the Real'Line 
Theorem 24:Let X=ro,l), Let the group operation be addition 
mod 1. Let S be the ~-ring of all Lebesgue 
measurable subsets of X. Let ~ be Lebesgue measure 
on s. Let f(x) be any summable function on X. 
Let G.t • i 0 '~'"'~' 9•~"~'~' ~' ... , ~, ~ 
j=l,2, ••• ,3~1., i•1,2,3, •••• Then, 
liml ff(x+ .i.) =lf(x) dx a. e. 
A"")GO 3.&. ~~I 3£- o 
Proof·: The first five pieces of the hypothesis 
of theorem 23 are satisfied, consequently theorem 
23 applies. We now show that if Ef X is any set 
for which we have 
~(E)=O or ~(E)=l. 
E+.! =E for all i. and J. then 3.-. 
CD 
Let G= U G._, then the closure 
..1=1 ,_ 
of G is X, i.e., G=X, consequently G is everywhere 
dense in X. This implies that a measurable set 
E invariant with respect to all the elements of 
G will be almost equal to X or almost equal to the 
null set. 
The Existance of f* for Functions Not 
Lebesque Summable 
Theorem 2.5 :Let X= [o ,1). 
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LetS be the~-ring of all Lebesgue measurable 
subsets of X. 
Let ~ be Lebesgue measure on s. 
Let a .... = { a1, ••• ,a111.~ be any monotone sequence 
.( Oti 
of finite groups. Let G="~ GA. , then G is a group. 
For each x E. X form the cosets x+G. Separate the 
cosets into disjoint equivalence classes by an 
equivalence relation. With the aid of the axiom 
of choice choose one element from each equivalence 
class and put these elements into a set R, then, 
(a) R is non-measurable 
(b) 'X;=o 
Proof; of (a) : 
~ . D (R+a._) =X and (R+~) 1\ (R+al<) =<#' unless J=k 
~:I (1 (7 
Assume R is measurable, then ~(R)=~(R+~) for all 
j since Lebesgue measure on the real line is 
invariant under translation. If ~(R)=O then 
l=~(X) =~ [u (R+a._ )1 =fp.(R+a.._) =0 which is in contra-~=' 1J u ~I fr ~ d~ction. If ~{R) =c) 0, then l=p.{X) ~ [ ~1(R+a1 )] 
=I (R+a-c ) = oa which is in contradiction. Hence R 
s:.• o 
is not Lebesgue measurable. 
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Proof of (b): 
L-et x€-X be any value then ~(x+a") =1 for 
at most one value of k since R consists of only 
one element from each distinct coset and the set 
~x+aK~ k=l,2,3, ••• composes only one coset. 
r~,x x* Hence lim;{- l: R(x+a")=O= R-
" -+a;) l'fA, 1(:: I 
This theorem suggests that perhaps the f* of 
theorem 23 be an integral on a collection of func-
tions which contains the linear collection of all 
Lebesgue summable functions as a proper subcollec-
tion or equivalently, it suggests that the set H 
* of all subsets, C, of X for which)( c exists be 
a v--ring which contains the ~-ring of all Lebesgue 
measurable subsets as a proper subcollection. 
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B is Not a ~-ring 
Theorem 2C>.:Let X be a group 
Let S be a ~-riqg of subsets of X 
Let ~ be a measure on S such that ~(X) = 1 and 
such that 12-(x+D) = p.( D) whenever x + D c:= D and 
D is measurable 
Let G4 = l a1 , ••• , . aN.c.~ be a monotone sequence of 
finite groups 
Let H be the set of all subsets C of X for which 
we have that x; exists a. e. 
Then, (on the basis of the axiom of choice) H is 
not a cr:-ring. 
Proof~ The proof consists of three stages 
,k 
(1) We show 1 a set, R+A, for which X:R-tA 
does not exist. Let i GA ~ = i;£- ) ; i == 0, 1, 2 ••• , 
2'-1; j • 2, J, ••• be the monotone sequence of 
00 
finite groups. Let G • U G_.. Write 
f=,.. tr 
G • (O't'i'-1-) (*'~'i'i) (rt'rt'~'rt'r6'tt~it'M) 
••• , i. e. , G • G1 V ( G). - G1 ) V ( G 3 - G~) U ••• 
( G/'11 - G,._, ) 
••• = A1 VA,_ U A3 U ••• where Aft'= (G~- G,.._, ). 
Let R • representative set found by ~aking one 
element out of each disjoint coset x+G. (Cosets 
are disjoint from group theory after we make them 
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so by an equivalence relation). 
00 dO Let A = I: Ail.hl-1 and B = I: A:~..M• 
...,.::, lfl:l 
Let R+A = the set of all numbers r+a, r-& R, a£ A 
Let R+B =the set of all numbers R+b, rE.R, b£..B. 
Then (R+A) V (R+B) • (0,1) and also (R+A) n (R+B) 
= cp (because translations of R are disjoint) 
hence if x 2. [0,1) then x £ R+A or x £.. R+B and not 
in both. 
Let f(x) = 
j 
0
1 if 
\ if 
x £. R+A 
and let x ~ R be any 
X £. R+B 
point, 
on Gt = At 
on G~ = At 
on G3 = At 
on G'f = At 
t ~ * it i¥s m ~i~ N,... I N~~ "'t ;=, f(x+a~) = ~w 21 _ 1 ~=' f(x+a"')-==? f (x) = o, 
if f* is to exist. 
= 1 + J.( 
d- ~ 
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f•(x) = 1, if r*is to exist. Hence contradiction. 
<» 
( 2) Now R+A = ,gl (R+a,J where (R+aiW') is a 
non-measurable set for each n and the aN\ are the 
elements of A which have been indexed. Further-
J 
more "Xtt+a: 0 for each n. :ence R+a,.,.i.Afor all n. 
(3) Hence 'X;{R+a~ XR+A = 'l! ""!+ = 0 is 
1 ,.., It\=• }.. rR .~ 
in contradiction. 
I 
II 
IIa 
III 
III a 
IV 
v 
VI 
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A lSTR;lCT 
If for each i the sequence of pointsiGi\= 1a1 , ••• ,aNi~ 
is a finite ~roup-and if G1 C Gi+l for all i we call the se-
quence ~ GiS = { a 1 , •.. ,aN.~ a monotonic sequence of finit,e 0roups. 
I l 
Given a measnr-ble ~roup (X,S,1l) with ;l{X)=l, f(x) .summable 
on X and ~Gi~ = ia1 , ••• ,aNi~ a monotonic sequence of fjnite 
,sro11ps in X, then ::ts I··IA~erl 0as sho,.'lll, 
N~ (1) Lim ..L L:f(x+a ) exists E~. e. (alrnost everyy,rhere) and 
.A-.... .o ~, "'~' n 
is denoted by ~(x) 
(2) f'•(x+an)=f"(x) for all n 
{ J) f~ ( x) is sumrr1abl e and J~ f1t' ( x) d)J.=~ f ( x) d'(l. 
(4) If invariance of a rneasurabl~=> Sfct under all the trans-
lations an implies that its measure is 0 or 1, the~ 
..; 
f (x) =~ fdp. a. e. 
In th:i s paper ,!!e generalize l~~aker' s theorem2 to a lar,c:;er 
collection of raeR.sure spaces by replR cir.~ the condi t i.on of in-
varian.ce [:' (x+ D) =~1( D) for all measurable D] by the cond:Lt:i o:r_ of 
sub-invariance. [}.1( x+ D) =r1.( D) ,,rh en ever x+ D D ,gnd D is me8.snr::~bl~. 
w~ illustr,gte the extension and ~ive an applic~tion on the real 
1 . ~:r.ne. We then show thCJt :if X= [O,l), .S :i.e; the c-rin~ of .al.l 
l 
2 
IviR!{:~r, rhili-:; T.: 'J'he Averao-e of a F11ncticn sn a Fe;1stlr'-1hl~=> 
Group ( snbmit.ted for publication, h2rch 1961) . 
Snbser~u ert. tc tr1 e cornpl etion of trd s di ssert.,tion :it 1"-'1 s 
d:i.scovered th:.:tt B. Jessen (D. K~l. D-:::nsl-ce Vid. Sel.sl{., L<J.-ch-
Fys I·-Iedd. Vol. 2~, :><o. 14.{1946)) obt::dnec'l ::1 restd.t •.llfnicl1 
cot~cides on the real line with Maker's theor~m. 
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, 
measure on S then· J(R=O, where R is a non-measurable subset 
of the real line. We then investigate the possibility that 
the f~(x} of the extended theorem be an integral on a collec-
tion of functions which contains the linear collection of 
all Lebesgue summable functions as a proper subcollection, 
or equivalently, that the set H of subsets C of X for which 
* ~C exists be a a-ring which contains the a-ring of all 
Lebesgue measurable subsets as a proper subcollection. With 
the aid of the axiom of choice this is shown not to be the 
case. 
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